
Marcela Gomez Interview Notes - 11/21/22 

Kabbalah: entrevista a Albert Gozlan, su vida, su hilo 
de conexión
Background 

- Originally from a family from Toledo


- Family tree goes back to 1420


- Family travel to the African Coast - Cortes - Espanola


- And they were there his grandparents and his parents went to Morocco


- Return to Spain in 1961


- Jewish family


- Traditional - not orthodox


- At the age of 14 he started asking questions he was very ” restless”


- He didn't understand war or maliciousness


- He didn't understand suffering so he started searching


- So he went to a synagogue to ask questions and the answers did not satisfy him


- So he distanced himself from Judaism


- He started buying books about Hinduism, yogis, Islam, Christianity


- He started looking everywhere for answers but found none and he was very confused


- He started looking at books on Kabbalah but he found the codes difficult to understand and 
he didn't understand any of it


- He would read books of 500 pages & could not understand much


- This search lasted from 14-year-old to 28 years old


- By that time he had a huge library he didn't really understand. He did not really understand 
any of them


- In the meantime he studied in Paris and he became an economist, he was in the French 
military and in military schools and he studied martial arts
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- Has been doing martial arts since he was 17 years old and he is still practicing


- One day, he meant a Master of Kabbalah (his father called him to come meet him)


- He flew from Paris to Madrid to meet him


- It was a very difficult meeting because he was measuring me to see what I knew and I 
didn't know anything


- He told me to sit down and wait for him in the library and I waited for four hours and he said 
nothing to me so I went home


- I went back the next day he told me to sit next to the boxes of books and I waited another 
four hours and he said nothing to me so I went home


- I went back the next day in a bad mood and I told him that “you're not teaching me 
anything” (I was 28 yrs old) and told him that he is not anything and that he is not Kabbalist


- After many hours that I was sitting there he told me to stand up on top of the box and in 10 
minutes he explained the entire world, the universe and how the World functions with the 
word he opened my eyes in 10 minutes and I stood there open mouthed and began to 
relate things that I had read but not previously understood.


- He told me that he was in the lineage of eight generations of Kabbalists


- I bought a book from him and I left. I studied with him for 15 years and in the meantime I 
met another master in New York and I was with him for five years and then I was with a 
master in Ranana for five years and I was Learning back-and-forth with all three for five 
years


- I began to develop what is called “grabbing the thread”, that is to say grabbing the thread 
of understanding


- There are invisible threads of Connection 


- It is not about studying the Kabbalah it is about receiving the thread of Truth, which  comes 
to you telepathically from parallel dimensions 


- A series of information


- A series of dreams and visions


- After much effort, which started when I was 14 years old until I was 33 or 34 years old that I 
started grabbing the thread, but it was a very small thread at first until, little by little, the 
thread began to get thicker.
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- In the meantime I was working as an economist and then as an entrepreneur 


- he had his business 


- he was married and had children


- One day something very strange happened. I was listening to a cassette tape and I was 
listening to the shofar and I felt a vibration in my body that scared me very much


- It was an energy that entered my body it was very strong and I got very scared and I was 
crying for about 20 minutes and had to stop the car because I didn't know what happened 
to me


- After this happened I understood everything that I hadn't learned before that I had not 
previously understood


- Then I began to follow the more orthodox tradition and I started teaching my children had 
to eat kosher and from that moment I started the Spiritual Evolution


- Then I started having people come to my house for me to teach them and I kept getting 
students - I was just a businessman 


- With my last Kabbalah Master (teacher) I grasped an enormous thread (cable) and he 
opened up my spiritual connections and from there I started to climb and climb until I 
reached a place of Higher Understanding


- It's not about studying - it's about receiving the flow of information so huge and then 
contrasting it with the books


- For more than 20 years I was searching without finding and I'm going to try to avoid my 
children suffering the way I did so I decided to write a book


- I was planning to write the book when I was 65 years old, but one night, I started doing 
automatic writing and my first book was written in three months


- Then more people appeared that wanted me to teach them


- I went to the synagogue to help the rabbi translate a book from Aramaic and was 
interrupted by someone who started asking me questions so I went to the chalkboard and I 
drew out the answer.


- The following Monday they were four people waiting for me to teach them


- The next Monday there were 40 people, then 50, then a hundred
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- Why? Because I was giving them answers to questions that were not previously answered 
and it greatly tugs at your heart.


- That is how I started teaching


- He mentioned that his latest teacher was extraterrestrial - from a different dimension.


- There are intelligent beings in other dimensions.


- You need to be on the correct mental frequency for the connection to take place and for the 
information to be transferred.


- If you’re not at the correct frequency, the connection cannot take place.


- There is intelligence out there - HUGE intelligence.


- At the time of the interview, he was 67. He said that he has a very huge cable after so many 
years of inquiry. He said that he’s always being tested - there is a balance between the 
good forces and the bad forces, and as a person grows their “good forces” they are 
constantly tested. You have to be very strong to overcome the obstacles that are placed in 
your path, but if you succeed, you keep going up.


- Before man was brought to this world, he was created in another world, called Gan Eden.


- In that world, he was intelligence without a physical body


- He came to this world in a physical body


- This body generates a a minuscule amount of energy when compared to the original energy 
body 


- We are “handicapped”


- sometimes, with the meditation, you can reach out and capture that level of energy (that’s 
the 12 strands of dna)


- Cosmic energy is much higher than in this physical world. What we have beyond this realm 
is of much higher energy.


- Q: What can humanity expect next? A: there’s a “before” and there’s an “after”


• He said that at Pesach there would be a “before” and “after” (my note: B’ezrat H-Shem, 
hopefully this coming Pesach!!!!!)


• Before: slavery, after, brilliance, no more slavery to work, $$, etc…
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• The human being is not bad. You might ask what about the terrorists, the canibals, the 
killers? There are evil energies that utilize the people as avatars of evil. The human being 
functions the same as a virus or a bacteria. If you have a strong immune system, you will 
fight off the viruses and bacteria before getting sick. If your metaphysical immune system 
is weak, and you don’t have Spiritual strength to ward off the bacteria or viruses, a 
negative energy can enter can enter your soul and manipulate you. Your spiritual defense 
comes via meditation with the Names of H-Shem. The only difference “before and “after” 
Mashiach, we will have the Spiritual defenses to not be taken over by evil energies. 


• There are as many of these evil energies as there are humans in this world.


• The real question is: are you protected from them for not?


• The person that knows what to do based on what we are teaching (Jews & on-Jews alike) 
generates a spiritual immune system against those evil energies that are envious of you 
and generate an energy that wishes to destroy you.


• In Sefer HaMidot, Rebbi Nachman of Breslev, it is written: When a man & woman argue, 
it’s because a negative energy has entered and has caused the conflict. (divorce statistics 
are at an all time high). The one that reads Psalm 29, expels that evil energy and peace 
returns between man & wife.


• (When he and his wife have a conflict he grabs Psalm 29 immediately)


• That is Kabbalah


• That is to receive


• Do not “see” with physical eyes


• Your eyes will tell you that such and such is bad or good…


• Look through your spiritual eyes. That is the cable.


• My intention is to teach until the student grabs the cable.


• And this is very difficult.


• A true teacher doesn’t teach “things” - rather, he gives you protection via a strong 
spiritual metaphysical immune system & intends, via osmosis, that the thread (cable) 
jumps to the student and that the student is able to grasp the thread.


• That occurs or doesn’t occur depending on the student’s merit and/or the contact 
between the student and the teacher. There are people that have left their homes to move 
close to my home so that they can be nearby to try to catch the thread.
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• The Kabbalah is to receive the thread


• Libraries are filled with books. But that’s not it. It’s not about book learning. It’s about 
grasping the thread.


• A student here or there has grabbed the thread -  his kids ( some) but he still has lots of 
work to do.


• You don’t accomplish much with the intellectual learning alone.There are people that start 
having dreams or visions, premonitions, have insight into the Spiritual realms, etc…


• He’s written over 34 books and isn’t aware as the information pours through him. When 
he reads them he finds them interesting.


• He was asked “what about the people that are not exposed to someone like you and he 
responded with the 100th monkey story. We  just need to have a critical mass of beings 
that have learned something. I calculated that we needed 3,800 students that have 
grasped the thread for the entire world to grasp the thread.  Yesterday, I had almost 300K 
subscribers. We must be close…. When it happens, it will open to the entire world.


• I’ve received the message that we have already achieved critical mass. 


• Marcela: “It gives hope to the planet.”


• The human being is the creator of the work of art on the stage. The evil energies have 
been difficult to overcome. The best way to overcome the evil energies is to reverse their 
polarity. Two magnets: One (+) and one (-) they attract each other. If I change their 
polarity, they repel each other. If I change the polarity of an evil energy, if I make a tzaddik 
out of a person that is inhabited by evil energies, there is no more evil.


• As of this date, I have published1,000,000,000 minutes of teachings globally. 
164,000,000 minutes that have been heard by the audience. That’s HUGE. Even though 
there is only 300,000 subscribers, Many of my students listen to my videos continuously. 
And there are people that have negative energies and they listen, and by listening, their 
polarity reverses.It’s not about destroying the bad, it’s about changing their polarity. (my 
personal note: I’m currently blending an SPE polarity blend with Dr. Berkowsky’s group).


• If we give light to the bad energies, the bad energies disappear.


• The bad is only a very low energy. The meditations are a  high energy (frequency)


• When you add the high frequency to the low frequency, the low frequency melts into a 
higher vibrational form. And that’s the end of evil.
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• When he meditated in the presence of his Teacher (Maestro Yechiel) he rose to much 
greater frequencies than when he meditated by himself.


• My intention has been that the people do not suffer what I have suffered to get my 
answers. That is all.


• HaKadosh Baruj Ju helps me, otherwise it would be Mission Impossible.


• Re: his prediction for a Pesach timeline, he said that there are very powerful and wealthy 
individuals that want to destroy humanity and the world. But now, there are a large 
number of people that are very powerful and wealthy that are inhabited by positive 
energies. Good is superior to bad. These kind and good forces, are reversing the evil and 
the bad. There’s very little cleanup remaining.


• We are not destroying people. Wee are isolating the avatars that have been invaded by 
evil energies.


• It’s very profound. Not everyone can understand it.


• The human being has been created as a vessel, a recipient of divine energies. Butt if that 
individual is filled with energies that are bad, the individual cannot reach his potential. But 
now there are so many good people that have learned so may good things, and are 
avatars of energies that are kind. And they’re cleaning the world of the bad energies, or 
they are reversing their polarities. 


• This is happening at a level that is not seen by the human eye.


• He was sure that the cleaning would be completed by April.


• Her husband asked him about the pandemic. He responded that the past two years have 
been a representation of what has occurred over the past 6000 years. There has been too 
much suffering over the past 6000 years. That suffering has to stop.


• “Like they say in English: “GAME OVER”” 
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